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The 2019 Art Fair
was a Big Success!
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Hello Neighbors:
Well, we did it again! The 56th Kings Mountain Art Fair is history, and a victorious one at that. It will
be awhile before we know if final financial results “knocked it out of the park” again. However, there is no
doubt that it was a terrific community effort. Steady crowds, pleasant weather, uniformly high-quality art,
great food, giant cookies and more added up to an art adventure that should boost repeat customers. Our
crack marketing team seemed to bring in lots of folks new to KMAF. Kudos to the team and to all
neighbors who responded to Sandy Shapero’s gentle reminders to send Art Fair post cards, emails, Facebook and Instagram messages to all your friends.
Comments and long lists of volunteers posted on the KM Yahoo Group by Art Fair Chairs will be included in next month’s “Volunteer Honor Roll” issue, along with E.D. Bev Abbott’s wrap-up commentary.
This issue highlights Art Fair preparations and setup back stories, as well as the work and needs of our
beneficiaries, the Kings Mountain Fire Department and Kings Mountain Elementary school. Be sure to
check out the back stories about how KMAF t-shirt logos are developed (page 6) and how Cal Trans
“miraculously” showed up to clear brush and improve shoulder parking just days prior to the fair (page 7).
Reprints of household emergency information forms are on pages 8-12. They are included again because this information is important and vital for the protection of everyone. Please pull out and complete
them if you are among those whose information to our KMFD is still outstanding, or if something has
changed on your property that should be noted. Read the firefighters in action story on page 13 if you
need motivation to get this done. Kings Mountain School is back in session and is as excellent as ever. A
list showing the staff, supplies and enrichment programs our parent non-profit is funding can be found on
page 20. Cabrillo is one of only two California districts currently classified as bordering on insolvency, so
these programs make all the difference to KMES. Legislation is currently pending in Sacramento that
could improve the Cabrillo deficit if enacted. The district’s financial outlook also will improve if the expiring
parcel tax is renewed on the November ballot. The Echo is following all meaningful education issues. We
encourage interested neighbors to attend the KMAP meeting on September 11th at the HMB library.
No KMA meeting was held in July, thus there are no minutes this month. The blood drive held in early
August sponsored by KMA was overwhelmingly successful thanks to the overflow of generous neighbors
who responded. The upcoming September 18th KMA Speaker series guest will be a do not miss event.
Margot Knight, who heads the renowned Djerassi Resident Artist Program, will share stories about the
many famous artists who have quietly created master works on our mountain. John Adams wrote parts of
his contemporary opera, Nixon in China, during his Djerassi residency. You will be astounded learn about
how many prominent artists have worked here and greatly
appreciate the special place where we live.
On October 27th, the spectacular Canyon Ranch Wellness Retreat will hold an open house for Kings Mountain
Residents. Save the date. The October Echo will contain
your invitation and details.
Stay well and stay engaged,
Eileen Fredrikson, Editor
Bill Goebner, Echo Photographer
Marty Eisenberg, Echo Columnist

Many Happy Fairgoers Await the Shuttle

2019
Kings Mountain
Art Fair

Setting Up
the Art Fair

How is it that the myriad of operational tasks required to prepare, set up, administer and safely operate,
an event hosting crowds of people can be pulled together by a band of volunteers? Beyond this community’s “it takes a mountain” volunteer ethos, it is impossible to describe how all the complex pieces making
up the KMAF successfully come together each year. These pages chronicle just some of the final week
preparation activity that challenged the committee chair team and their volunteers this year.
First, the closure of Kings Mountain Road until November 1, starting on August 26, from 8:00 AM to
5:00 PM Monday through Friday was just in time to potentially affect the Art Fair adversely. The large electronic billboard used to proclaim KINGS MOUNTAIN ROAD CLOSED mentioned the days and hours in
much smaller type. Drivers whizzing by saw only the top part of the sign and could easily have concluded
incorrectly that they would have to take Highway 84 all the way up to Skyline, or they might have been sufficiently discouraged to just give up on the idea of visiting the Art Fair altogether. Since no one on the
KMAF Board knew what agency controlled that sign, multiple people jumped in to help. They contacted
San Mateo County Supervisors, Caltrans, the California Highway Patrol, and the San Mateo County Sheriff. By the afternoon of August 29, Hank Stern had learned that CalFire owns and controls the closure signage. The Division Chief of its San Mateo-Santa Cruz Unit, Rich Samson, assured Hank that the sign would
be turned off Friday night for the duration of the Art Fair, and indeed, it was. Problem solved.
Meanwhile, our terrific grounds crew cleared brush, downed branches and other debris throughout the
fair site. Their small tractor made “artist hollow” a place of meticulous beauty. Bales of mulch were broken
open and spread over pathways between booth aisles that been outlined in chalk and numbered to define
artist spaces. In addition, a team of KM Garden Club members headed by Betty Johnson, gathered Saturday, August 24th to tidy up the Community Center front garden. That heavily trafficked triangle of greenery
with its’ 911 tribute to firefighters is noticed and appreciated by many fairgoers each year.
Tuesday, August 27th brought two of the fairs most critical deliveries; 1) a
great number of shiny clean porta potties and 2) impressive quantities of soft
drinks, beer, wine and the 4000 pounds of ice needed to keep our beverage
booths running at full capacity. “Biffy Hollow” and the two beverage booths are
traditionally among the most appreciated facilities at the fair.
Thursday, August 29 began full throttle, all hands on deck, work all around
the CC site. The installation of several brand-new filling stations was completed
to support the fair’s switch to only water packed in reusable aluminum bottles.
The Zero Waste volunteers were on hand setting up the sorting stations needed to manage compostable,
recyclable and trash generated by Art Fair crowds. A truck delivering the majority of food supplies arrived
by 8:30 am.
Lots to do: staging areas to count, verify receipt as ordered, mark and put away supplies in the refrigerator and pantry. Making certain that we a) received everything, b) were billed correctly, c) arranged the
big walk-in refrigerator in a way that supplies could be efficiently retrieved during busy cook shack and pantry operations is tricky! Meanwhile, the first food prep began with volunteers shucking about half the 25
cases of fresh corn received.
By the Friday before Art Fair, most of the set up is either complete or in its
final stages. Back office workstations replaced trucks and other fire equipment in the engine stalls. An ATM machine was installed at some point. IT
upgrades were finished and tested. Menu, direction, parking instruction and other signs were hung around the fair
and along Skyline. The pantry went into full gear preparing condiment stations, and mixing up enough chili, coleslaw, dressings and other menu staples in quantities
ready for Saturday sales. Likewise, several food shack
chefs were on their feet all day grilling vegetable ingredients for various menu items. (Is it any wonder that one of
the Cook Shack Chairs needed a nap in the Pantry by Sunday?)
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Meanwhile, Garden Club Treasurer, Betty Johnson, was putting together the finishing touches to our Art Fair grounds. For years, Betty has
enhanced Art Fair’s naturally lovely setting with strategically placed planters of colorful, artfully arranged flowering plants and other greens. Buying
small plants inexpensively all year, Betty nurtures them in her own garden.
By Art Fair, they have reached dramatic size, framing our entrances and
pathways and setting the tone for the beautiful art pieces fairgoers with
find. The sale, at cost, of these now full-grown plants at the end of the fair
has become a highly anticipated activity for many neighbors.
By Friday, early arriving artists found Welcoming Committee Chair
Thalea Torres and her team ready to assist them to register, find their
booth space and set up. The day ended with a T-Info Booth meeting
of committee volunteers at Hank and Marlene Stern’s wonderful new
home. Retiring Info Booth Chair, Stacy McCarthy briefed everyone
about new procedures and reminded everyone where answers to customer questions could be found in binders provided at all three information desks. Veteran volunteers helpfully shared stories about how
they
handled a variety of fairgoer needs
in previous years. Marlene Stern revealed the hip 2019 logo T-shirt, this
year including a women’s V-neck
option. A fabulous Western-facing
sunset pumped up volunteer enthusiasm for the busy Saturday everyone hoped would be coming.
This narrative only covers actions the Echo could follow and photograph. We salute all the complex behind-the-scenes work done by many readers. Next year, please let us know about other activities you know contribute to the greater whole, but haven’t yet been covered. It just makes grasping the scope of a volunteer effort such as this, even more stunning. Congratulations are due to our
entire community.
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Action Scenes from the 56th Kings Mountain Art Fair
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Dedicated Art Fair Volunteers Made All the Difference
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How Art Fair T-Shirt Logos Are Developed
By Lilly Johnson
When the Gosling Family moved to Kings Mountain in 2008, they were immediately struck by
its close-knit community. This unique culture of community involvement and volunteerism is especially visible during the highly anticipated Kings Mountain Art Fair. Members from all over the
community find a way to become involved, from grilling burgers in the kitchen, to welcoming people in the trolleys, to taking food orders to hungry artists. As new members of the community, they
wanted to contribute to this annual ritual and become a part of the volunteer force that makes the
art fair such a big success! Thus, when they discovered that there was a space for unique T-shirt
design, they knew they had found their way to contribute.
The Kings Mountain Art Fair logo and eventually the T- shirts
have always been designed by locals. With backgrounds in design,
it was only natural that the Gosling family would become involved
with this tradition! Katrin and Marcus had practiced graphic design
through various mediums during their careers, but screen printing
was especially fascinating to them. Their interest was eventually
shared by their children, Kian and Kira, who would also become
involved in the design process. Thus, the Gosling family had the
background and resources required to jump right into what became
multi-year roles as KMAF T-shirt designers! They did so with immediate success. They took great care in the craftsmanship and quality of the T-shirts, renewing an energy and interest in the tradition
that not only boosted the T-shirt sales, but also excitement about
the Art Fair as a whole!
Despite the limited color and material used for screen printing,
inspiration for the Gosling’s designs has been anything but simple.
While they draw from many other artists, they are deeply inspired
by the unique beauty of the climate on the mountain. In their Topography design of 2016, the
Goslings used the actual topography of Kings Mountain, even inquiring about precise geographical data to create a linear vector design inspired by the tech scene in Silicon Valley. For the Ring
of Leaves design in 2017, which celebrates the 2017 full eclipse, Kian collected leaves along
Skyline and photographed them on a sheet of white paper. He and Marcus then uploaded the
photographs on the computer and arranged them into the ring design seen on the shirt.
For the past several years, the Goslings designed the shirts with the philosophy of a
“wearable conversation starter.” They would create a more abstract, artistic design that evoked
memories and images of the fair and location, without specific focus on the name. However, this
year, Marcus decided to shift gears and try something more visibly branded for the Art Fair. Instead of playing around with nature and design, he decided to use the logo and play around with
the typography. “It’s like a Pride shirt for the Art Fair!” Marcus joked.
While the Goslings take great pride and pleasure in their designs, they are not territorial about
them. Kings Mountain houses many talented artists, and the Goslings have been excited to share
a platform with some of them. Last year, they were thrilled to hear about artist Rebecca ‘Becky’
Holland’s interest. Becky has designed many shirts for the art fair over the years, including the
vivid oil painting featured on last year’s shirt. Her design turned out to be one of Kian’s favorites,
and he wears the shirt regularly!
Ultimately, the Goslings want to assure anyone interested in T-shirt design to know that they
are welcome: “If someone has a cool idea for a T-shirt and they want to make one, they are encouraged to submit your design idea to t-shirt chair, Meta Townsley; meta320@gmail.com. If you
need any advice or support along the way, the Goslings would be happy to help.
Editor’s Note: The Echo was delighted to have guest reporter Lilly Johnson develop and write
this “behind the scenes” Art Fair story. Lilly graduated from KMES and is currently an English and
Media Studies Major at Scripps College in Pomona.
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The Back Story of Skyline Boulevard Shoulder Clean up by Caltrans
As told to the Echo by Art Fair Board VP, Chris Reynolds
Countless examples of behind the scenes work collectively contribute to making the Kings
Mountain Art Fair the renowned and remarkable event that it is. The last minute clean up and
enhanced roadside parking along Skyline illustrates the kind of teamwork and helps explain
the Fair’s continuing success. Beyond that, this back story shows the mutual support and tightknit community ties which underlie the unique and vibrant character of Kings Mountain.
KMFD firefighters and many others noticed the
worrisome buildup of fallen branches and other combustible debris along Skyline Boulevard in the year
since the 2018 Art Fair. In July, Art Fair board member Chris Reynolds voiced this concern about Caltrans’ lack of attention regarding the long stretches of
Skyline’s shoulders that had become overgrown with
dead grass and underbrush. Many fallen tree
branches and dead leaves had accumulated in the
parkable areas along the stretch of Skyline between
Tunitas Creek Road and the northern parking lot of
Midpeninsula Open Space’s Purisima Creek Redwoods Preserve. These debris-choked shoulders are
where most attendees of the Kings Mountain Art Fair (“KMAF”) park their cars.
Since cars with hot exhausts and/or catalytic converters might set that debris (and thus the
overlying cars, and then perhaps nearby trees and structures) aflame, it was critically important
that as much of that fuel load as possible be removed before the Art Fair. The Kings Mountain
Volunteer Fire Brigade had asked several times for help from Caltrans but had received no response.
That may have been due to a combination of disarray at the top of Caltrans and a budget
inadequate to the task of statewide debris removal. The abrupt resignation in June of Caltrans
Director Laurie Berman (appointed by Governor Jerry Brown in 2018) followed by the appointment in early July of an Acting Director, Robert Franzoia, seems to have slowed Caltrans’ decision-making process. Whatever the cause, the failure to remove combustible debris was putting the Art Fair, the Kings Mountain community and more broadly, the lives of thousands of
Californians in potential danger. Moreover, the branches and other impediments were significantly reducing the number of parking spaces available to KMAF guests.
At the KMAF Board meeting on July 30, the board members discussed this issue. They
agreed to contact three agencies which might have the ability to remedy the problem: Caltrans,
CalFire, and the San Mateo County Resources Conservation District. Kings Mountain Community Emergency Response Team (“CERT”) member Barbara Heydorn had mentioned at the
July 27 CERT meeting that the District has a chipper program and engages in fire suppression
activities. The KMAF Board deputized Chris Reynolds to write letters to the agencies, Executive Director Bev Abbott agreed to review and edit the letters, and Board President Marty
Phelps agreed to sign and mail them. They were duly sent out on August 5.
Although KMAF never received a reply from the Resources Conservation District and CalFire disclaimed any authority to work on the problem, a large Caltrans crew showed up along
Skyline on Thursday, August 29, with the heavy equipment needed to remove debris, chip the
trees and grade the shoulders to improve the parking. Remarkably, they completed their work
on August 30, the day before the Art Fair opened. It appears that either Bob Franzoia (whom
KMAF contacted directly) spurred Caltrans to take action—by far the most likely explanation—
or coincidentally, Caltrans came to the rescue just in time to save the KMAF parking situation,
notwithstanding its earlier inaction. Either way, we all owe a debt of gratitude to Caltrans and
their fine crew for a job well and timely done.
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Please Fill Out and Return the Kings Mountain
Fire Department Emergency Information Forms
With fire season in progress and reaching a peak soon, the Kings Mountain
Fire Department is asking for your cooperation to help us better assist the members
of the Kings Mountain community. If you haven’t done so already or if there any
changes to your contact or home information, please remove and fill out the
Emergency Information Forms on the following pages. This is information that will be
invaluable to responders in the event of an emergency, including whom to look for
and whom to contact. The information is kept strictly confidential and will only be
used in the event of an emergency. If you are willing to share the information on the
form with the Kings Mountain Community Emergency Response Team (KM CERT),
please check the box on the bottom of the first page.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Firefighter Ann Gabrys.
Her station email is amgabrys@kmfd.org. Completed forms should be mailed to the
address at the top of the form, dropped off in the KMVFB mailbox, across from the
Firehouse, or scanned and emailed to Ann Gabrys.
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I grant permission to share this form with Kings Mountain Community Emergency Response Team (CERT)
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KINGS MOUNTAIN VOLUNTEER FIRE BRIGADE, INC.
13889 SKYLINE BLVD, WOODSIDE, CALIFORNIA 94062 • (650) 851-8897

Emergency Information Form KMFD 56-056

REV. 02

Page 2 of 4

Please sketch your home and related structures in relation to your road. In particular, identify the following:
 Shut-offs and tank locations for: fuel oil, propane, electrical/solar, and water.
 All entrance doors to structure(s) – indicate if other than ground level.
 Hydrant, fire protection water tank, and fire department connections located on site
 Gate and/or Knox box location (if applicable).
Site Map

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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KINGS MOUNTAIN VOLUNTEER FIRE BRIGADE, INC.
13889 SKYLINE BLVD, WOODSIDE, CALIFORNIA 94062 • (650) 851-8897

Emergency Information Form KMFD 56-056

REV. 02

Page 3 of 4

Instructions:
Address – Street address as it appears on your telephone bill (address used by 911). Exclude
city and zipcode.
Gate Code – Security code for gates, or padlock combination to access property (if applicable).
Special Access Instructions – Any special access instructions, e.g. gate hide-a-key location, or
any alternative addresses for location.
Driveway Length – Distance from street to parking area in front of your residence
Knox Key – If you have a county Knox Keybox at your residence check “yes” and list the location.
If you do not know what a Knox key is, answer “no”.
# of Adults – Enter the number of adult inhabiting your residence.
# of Children – Enter the number of children inhabiting your residence.
Home Phone – Residence phone (land line).
Adult Name and Cell Phone – Numbers to reach the adults when not at home.
Handicapped or Special Medical Needs – List all residents with special needs that cannot selfevacuate the structure or come to the door during a medical emergency.
Pets – List pets that may require rescue in a fire or emergency.
Hazardous Pets – Please list pets or other animals that may pose a risk to responders in an
emergency (attack dogs, poisonous reptiles, bees, etc).
Emergency Contact Information – Contact information for someone not living at the residence in
case of an emergency.
Nearest Hydrant – List the intersection or address of nearest hydrant (e.g. “Swett Rd & Skyline”
or “In front of 12333 Skyline”). If on the property or driveway, indicate location on the Site Map.
Hydrant Distance – Fire engine driving distance, in feet, from the nearest hydrant to where your
road intersects your driveway.
# of Floors – Number of floors in your residence.
Square Footage – Approximate square footage of your main residence.
Fire Sprinklers – Check “yes” if your residence is equipped with indoor fire sprinklers.
Building construction – Indicate whether your residence is a wood frame or a non-combustible
walled building.
Roof Construction – Indicate whether your roof construction is heavy beam, rafters with
sheeting, or lightweight truss with sheeting.
Roof Covering – Indicate whether your roof covering material is shingle (ceramic/noncombustible), wood shake, or metal.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Don’t let this happen
on Kings Mountain!
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Kings Mountain Fire Department in Action
A grass fire broke out early on August 11th on Teague Hill. The
Kings Mountain Fire Department (KMFD) was an early responder to
the call out as this Open Space Preserve is just south of Kings Mountain Road. Assistant Chief Hank Stern reported that the KMFD personnel assisted with locating the fire, initial fire attack, water supply
operations, and water tender operations, along with CalFire, Woodside Fire, and San Mateo County Office of Emergency Services. The
initial incident was managed by Woodside Fire, then transferred to
CalFire as part of CalFire's State Responsibility Area (SRA). The
wildfire burned 3.5 to 5 acres on the north end of the preserve. Firefighters stopped the fire from spreading at about 9:00 a.m. Sunday
morning and extinguished the fire at about 6:00 p.m., according to the
fire district.
KMFD Assistant Chief Stern said that since the fire was in a
heavy duff and thick forested area, extensive mop up operations would be necessary. He sent
a heads-up message to neighbors via the KM Yahoo Group to check for road closures
throughout Sunday evening and possibly Monday.
Investigators found the remains of an illegal campfire in an area near Kings Mountain Road
on Monday. Brian Malone, assistant general manager for
the Midpeninsula Open Space District, issued a statement
saying, “It's very rare that we could have illegal camping,
not something we come across very often," According to
Fire Marshal Denise Enea of the Woodside Fire Protection
District, "The campfire was in an inaccessible area, not
near any of the main trails." The district has received a
grant to remove downed trees, dried grass and other fuels
on the South side of Teague Hill, in an area closer to
homes. Open campfires are not allowed in the fire district's
coverage area of Woodside and Portola Valley, neither are
they permitted in the open space district that maintains 63,000 acres of wild lands on the Peninsula and in the South Bay.
As usual, our Kings Mountain Firefighters were a reassuring presence at Art Fair, even
jumping in the trucks for several call outs during the weekend. Then, about 11:30 am on the
Tuesday after the fair, a female hiker fell down a ravine along the Purisima Creek Trail near the
Whittemore Gulch. MidPen Rangers and Coastside Fire were initially dispatched to a reported
Cliff Rescue on the Grabtown Gulch Trail. The KMFD responded from the top of the Open
Space and Coastside Fire responded from the bottom. The victim had fallen approximately 15
feet into the creek bottom. The victim was lifted
back to the trail, then firefighters from Coastside
Fire and KMFD carried the patient down the trail
with a wheel litter to the Coastside Fire off-road
Emergency Rescue Vehicle (ERV). The patient
was transported by ERV to the waiting ambulance. KMFD firefighters Jones, Sanderson,
Sanderson, Gabrys, and Curcio responded to
this incident.
We are reminded once again, how every
hour of our volunteer labor at Art Fair returns to
us many times over in terms of our personal,
property, and even recreational safety.
Thank you, Kings Mountain Firefighters.
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MINUTES OF THE KMVFB BOARD MEETING on August 13, 2019
ATTENDANCE: Joe Rockmore, Julia Simmons, Jim Sullivan, Kim Ohlund, Kathy Shubin, Steve
Johnson, Frank Adams, Bill Goebner, Tim German, Ann Gabrys, Hank Stern, John Curcio, Ted Thayer,
and Jon Fredrikson (by phone).
SECRETARY’S REPORT: The minutes for the July 2019 Board meeting were approved by unanimous
consent. Ted also briefed the board on a plan to use electronic approval of minutes in the future.
TREASURER’S REPORT: There were no items on the Treasurer’s Report.
BUILDING MANAGER’S REPORT: Building Manager Kathy Shubin reported the following uses of the
Community Center in July 2019:
Exercise/Dance Classes

16

Monthly Community Board Meetings

4

KMVFB Training & Maintenance

7

Community Events/Parties

1

Private Events/Parties

1

TOTAL USES FOR THE MONTH

29

FIRE CHIEF’S REPORT: Fire Chief Jim Sullivan provided the July 2019 report:
Medical aid

8

Vehicle accident

4

Public assist

3

Firefighter standby

1

Vehicle fire

0

Smoke check

0

Structure fire

1

Vegetation fire

1

Hazardous materials

1

Rescue

0

Cover assignment

0

Alarm sounding

2

Water tender group response

4

Trash fire

0

TOTAL # RESPONSES FOR THE MONTH

25

AVERAGE # OF
RESPONDERS

Number of incidents with no Volunteer response:

2

3.4

OLD BUSINESS:
Kings Mountain CERT Update: The KM CERT team held a meeting on July 27. KMFD Assistant Chief
Hank Stern spoke about how and when KM CERT will be mobilized. The members worked on
organization plans for Neighborhood Supervisors and Coordinators. The team discussed plans for an
earthquake drill with KMFD on Saturday, Sept. 28th and a CERT practice drill in Atherton on Saturday,
September 7th. The team reviewed key aspects of Search & Rescue training in preparation for the
earthquake drill. The Board discussed using existing KMFD resident forms, if authorized by homeowners,
to update KM CERT resident lists.
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Community Center Event Contract Revision: The Board received the latest drafts of updated contract
materials that the Board had previously revised. The rental procedures were approved by unanimous
consent. The Board continued consideration of the revised contract to allow Tim Naylor to review the
contract.
Sale/Valuation of 1998 Freightliner Pumper: Julia Simmons will work with a broker to determine the
estimated value of the pumper. If the vehicle has minimal value, the board discussed donating it to
another volunteer department.
Recruit New Fire Department Candidates at Art Fair: KMFD will have a promotional banner at the Art
Fair and firefighters will be available to answer questions about volunteering.
Chair Donation to Community Center: The Board inspected a sample of the new chairs being donated
to the KMVFB for the Community Center. Following a short discussion, the Board accepted the generous
donation by unanimous consent.
NEW BUSINESS:
Resolution to Adopt Dept. of Forestry and Fire Protection Agreement: The Board considered the
adoption of a resolution to name Jim Sullivan as representative for the Board with regard to a CalFire
grant. The resolution was approved by the Board.
Ayes: Julia Simmons, Joe Rockmore, Kim Olund, Jon Fredrikson, Ted Thayer; Nays: None
Absent: Anna Roesch-Tubbs, Tim Naylor
Five Year Equipment and Building Improvement Plan for Art Fair Board: The Board discussed the
need to provide a five year plan to the Art Fair Board that would include major maintenance and repair
items for the community center and major equipment items for the KMFD. This item was continued to the
next board meeting to allow for additional input and plan development.
Proposed By-laws Change Regarding Appointment of Fire Chief: The Board reviewed a suggested
by-law change that would enable the Board to appoint the Fire Chief instead of having the Chief elected
by the firefighters. The proposed change would include language to allow the Board to separately
approve specific qualifications for the position of Fire Chief. Steve Johnson will draft new language for
the By-laws that will be considered for approval by the Board and taken to Members of the KMVFB for a
vote.
Communication Van: The Board discussed that changes in technology have potentially made the
communications van obsolete and how maintenance costs are rising on the older vehicle. This item was
continued to a future meeting when the Board can view the van before making a decision.
Conflict of Interest Forms: Members of the Board, Fire Chief, and Managers signed the yearly conflict
of interest forms.
MEETING ADJOURNED at 8:40 pm. NEXT MEETING: September 10, 2019 at 7:30 pm
Respectfully submitted,
Ted Thayer, Secretary
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KMA Speaker Series Presents

Margot H. Knight
Executive Director, Djerassi Resident Artists Program

The Djerassi Resident Artist Program:
Its History, Mission and Accomplishments
Did you know that several Pulitzer prize winning writers and composers have produced
works on Kings Mountain? Come hear how their retreat on our mountain supported their
efforts and those of noted artists from other disciplines. The KMA is proud to host an illuminating evening about the history, mission and accomplishments of the Djerassi Resident Artist Program. This remarkable
program, which is among the largest and most prestigious in
the world, makes its’ home on Kings Mountain, yet many
neighbors know little about it. This is your chance to learn how
the DRAP “gift of time,” via fully funded residencies, influences
art in many disciplines around the globe. Each year 68 artists
from the U.S. and abroad are selected from nearly 900 applicants. Each of the program’s six annual sessions consists of one composer, one choreographer, multiple visual artists and multiple writers, providing over 2,400 residencies since
it’s’
inception. Echo readers have likely attended a concert, read a book, or visited a
museum or gallery featuring works created, at least partially, at the Djerassi Resident Artist
Program. Techie neighbors will be especially interested in hearing about the annual session that combines scientists and artists for collaborative work. Don’t miss this opportunity
to learn about an extraordinary organization doing exceptional work right here in our midst.
About The Speaker: Margot H. Knight became Executive
Director of the Djerassi Resident Artists Program in November of
2011, her seventh job in the arts and humanities in 39 years. Each
position has incorporated the things she loves--history, challenges,
artists, scholars, education and access. She has the privilege to
guide one of the foremost artist communities on the planet AND is
encouraged to pursue her own literary pursuits. Her play, Funnel of
Love, was published in Characters Magazine.
Previous positions include the presidencies of United Arts of
Central Florida and United Arts of Raleigh & Wake County, executive director of the Idaho Commission on the Arts and Washington
State University's Oral History Office and staff positions with the National Assembly of
State Arts Agencies and Washington Commission for the Humanities. She served two
terms on the Private Sector Council for Americans for the Arts and is a proud recipient of
the Michael Newton Award. A frequent consultant, speaker and grants panelist, she has
also served on over 25 chamber of commerce, tourism, regional planning and cultural
boards, including the Florida Division of Cultural Affairs, Visit Orlando, and Florida Cultural
Alliance. Margot lives on-site at the Djerassi Ranch with her husband, Nick, and two cats.

Wednesday, September 18, 2019
7:00 pm, Mix & Mingle. Program Begins at 7:30 pm.
Kings Mountain Community Center
Admission is Free
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September 2019 School News
Mountain kids went back to school August 15th. The new school year started in
typical KMES style with the entire school gathered for the morning flag circle, then
forming friendship bridges to welcome students to their new grade level classroom.
The Half Moon Bay Review described this KMES tradition in its back to school front
page feature reprinted here:
Public School Bells Ring by Ashlyn Rollins
Cabrillo Unified School District and La Honda-Pescadero Unified School District schools are back in
session with some new teachers, principals and students. At Kings Mountain Elementary, school
started at 7:45 a.m. with kids lining up by grade
and marching to form a large circle with many
parents filming and taking photos of every moment. Three students stood in the center with
flags. “Hats off,” the first one said. “Salute,” the
next said. “Pledge,” the final student added as a
cue to start the “Pledge of Allegiance.” Then, site
coordinator and teacher Debbie Silveria led the
parents and children in a
song, “Rise and shine and
welcome to school today,”
she had them sing in
whispers, in shouts and
with hand motions.
As children ran through long tunnels formed by people holding their hands up
together, new and returning parents were ushered into the library where tea,
coffee and pastries awaited them. During “Tea and Tissues,” these parents
had a chance to ask new (off site) Principal Holly Wade and a Kings Mountain Associated Parents board member questions and learn about the upcoming events.

Parents, Grandparents, and community members returned to campus for Back to
School Night on August 29th. They soon learned that this year’s learning adventures
were off to a fast start. Teacher and Site Coordinator Debbie Silveria warmly welcomed
everyone with an overview presentation about the academic programs and notable
special activities planned for the 2019-2020 school year. Officers from Site Council,
KMAP, Venture Free Children’s Center and the
Cabrillo Education Fund each stepped forward
to explain the functions of their organization,
and how it supports the educational programs at
KMES. Parents then disbursed to their children’s classrooms to meet and speak directly to
the teachers. Student work already adorned virtually every wall and table space. Since every
current teacher is a veteran of the KMES multiage class system, each was comfortable and

eager to answer parent questions about curriculum,
process, and expectations. Math, reading, and writing
assessments for each student were mostly complete.
Teachers were enthusiastic and parent time in the
classroom was open and interactive. A cooperative
spirit aimed at helping students thrive and excel was
evident in every part of back to school night. Although it
was not discussed, it is also newsworthy, that our 2/3
Teacher, Tyler Elliott, made the “Favorite Teacher” list
in this years’ HMB Review Reader’s Choice. Your Echo
Editor was not surprised after observing Mr. Elliott explain a “new” math concept that a
parent asked about on Back to School night. It seems Dad had struggled to understand his child’s homework assignment.

Cookies, Cookies, and More Cookies
Saturday, August 24th was cookie bake day! Once again, Kings Mountain community members came together with KMES parents at Wedemeyer bakery for the massive effort that has become our school’s largest fund raiser. This year’s effort totaled
4,437 cookies baked by 44 volunteers.
A gold star team of parents made up the committee
leadership this year. Peggy Shomaker, Tim Naylor, Jean
Newhall, and Gildy Centeno took charge of various tasks,
(set up, supply procurement, volunteer recruitment/
scheduling, mixing & baking, etc) to pull off this huge, single-work day project. Hundreds of pounds of flower,
brown sugar, butter, chocolate chips, plus hundreds of
eggs, and mega quantities of raisins, oatmeal, vanilla,
nutmeg, cinnamon and more were mixed in the bakery’s
giant equipment. Rows of volunteers weighed out the
dough, pounded it into giant cookies, and filled industrial
sized trays with cookies to be slid into multi-tiered racks
that rolled right into ovens bigger than most home refrigerators. Racks of baked cookies moved speedily through these
fast ovens, to be taken for cooling in the packaging room.
There, more volunteers, worked at long tables wrapping, labeling and boxing the finished cookies. As the long, productive day ended, volunteers folded up borrowed tables and
chairs and loaded sturdy boxes full of cookies for return to
Kings Mountain. Stacks of cookies were loaded into the Art
Fair freezer for holding until the KMES Cookie Booth could
begin selling them Labor Day Weekend.
It was a long day with many moving parts, but one of those
“it takes a mountain” experiences that are immensely satisfying. A full list of the parents and community members who
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participated in cookie bake will be published in next month’s
Echo. Meanwhile, you know who you are and your support
is greatly needed. Our school and most others in California
suffer from underfunding by the state. Our private fundraising efforts make all the difference in the KMES classrooms.
It is impossible to express how
grateful our school feels toward the generous Wedemeyer Bakery folks. It would
quite literally be impossible to
make such a quantity of quality baked goods without the
loan of their professional facility. Some clever parents
even creatively packaged “cookie crumbles” made from
cookies broken during the baking process. Business was
brisk at the cookie booth during the fair. KMES parents
and kids pulling little red wagons full of cookies sold every
last cookie (including the crumbles) during the fair.

Face Painting Adds Fun to Art Fair and Funds for KMES
The line for glitter tattoos or fantastical hand-painted face art was constant for much
of the fair. A team of artistic KMES parents, artists from our community, and students
from Half Moon Bay High and other high
schools turned children (and adults) into walking images of fantasy and fun around the fair.
Maria Polonchek, in the pink hair, headed the
team who created living canvases that roamed
the art fair every day. Thank you, Maria, and
the following volunteers who made the face
painting booth possible: Robert Tucker, Beth
Szuhay, Summer Shapero, Sky Shapero, Heidi
Menary, Gerlinde Wernig, Nora Naylor, Juliette
Freestone, Katie Hines, Anna Bickle (HMBHS
student), Paige Holl (HMBHS student), Jocelyn
(HMBHS student), Zaylie (HMBHS student) and
Briana (HMBHS student).
All proceeds from the face painting booth go to Kings Mountain Elementary School.

KMAP Fundraising Goals
Kings Mountain Associated Parents (KMAP) has committed to $85,000 in funding
at KMES this school year. KMAP is the 501(c)3 non-profit parent volunteer organization whose primary purpose is planning and executing fundraising events to support
Kings Mountain Elementary School. Its objective is to enable learning and enrichment
beyond CUSD standard. Art Fair begins this fund-raising effort annually. A list of enrichment programs and staff funded by KMAP follow on the next page.
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Join us at the Community Center for another KMA

on Wednesday, October 2 at 7:00 pm (snacks) - film starts at 7:30 pm.

A MIGHTY WIND
October’s pick features another hilarious
mockumentary from Christopher Guest (Best in
Show, Waiting for Guffman). It captures three
eclectic 1960s folk groups that never-quitemade-it, as they prepare for a televised
reunion concert to memorialize a recently
deceased concert promoter. They are hoping
this new notoriety brings the chance at fame
that escaped them the first time around.
Guest’s talented troupe of fellow actors is
along for the ride, including Eugene Levy,
Catherine O’Hara, Michael McKean, Harry
Shearer, Parker Posey, Fred Willard and Jane
Lynch.
Guest, McKean, and Shearer - the This Is
Spinal Tap line up - not only perform together
as The Folksmen, but composed most of the
songs.
Dir. Christopher Guest, 2003, 87 min. PG-13.
“Sheer exuberance. A gift from comedy heaven.” –

Peter Travers, Rolling Stone.

The fun (i.e., snacks!) starts at 7:00 pm; the film screens at 7:30 pm.
Coming Soon: Wed., Nov. 6, They Shall Not Grow Old.
The film series is sponsored by KMA. All movies screen at the Community Center and
are free. Feel free to bring a snack to share. (Some bring their own portable chairs to
sit on.) They are always fun!
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September 2019
by
Marty Eisenberg

Sinkers, Floaters & Freezers: Here’s a great activity for parents and grandparents
together with their young children/grandchildren. The acorns that grow upon our local tanbark oaks were an essential food source of the Ohlone Indians who once inhabited these
Santa Cruz Mountains. While the Ohlone tribes are gone, there are still lots of tanbark
oaks, lots of acorns and lots of bird and animal species that rely upon those acorns as an
essential source of food. The acorns commonly take a couple of years to mature amidst
the tanbark foliage. In fall, mature acorns drop and become an important food source for
rabbits, ground squirrels and even birds that can locate and grasp them more easily than
amidst growing foliage. Children can gather these fallen acorns and save them up to feed
hungry birds and ground squirrels during the winter. Good places to find lots of them during the fall (beginning mid-September and continuing into November) are: just off the east
shoulder of Skyline, north of the community center driveway; the asphalt area surrounding
the Cookshack and on the hillside right behind the Cookshack and also near the top of
Comstock Road where it intersects with Skyline. (There are lots and lots of other places
too!) When “selecting” acorns to harvest, look for ones that are free of cracks and holes.
Once moisture, a worm or an insect gets inside, there’s not going to be anything left in the
acorn for a bird or animal to eat. Some acorns look fine but moisture has gotten inside and
spoiled the seed. A sure way to tell the good ones from the spoiled ones is to drop your
harvest of acorns into a pot of tap water. The ones that float have air inside them caused
by a small wormhole, crack or seed decomposition. Toss the “floaters”. The ones that sink
– they’re the keepers! They’re intact and good to keep for feeding birds and animals over
the winter. (My experience is about half the ones collected are “floaters” and should be
tossed away.) A great way to keep acorns fresh and ready for birds and animals to eat during the winter is to freeze them! They freeze well in a plastic bag and can last all winter.
Truckee Donner Land Trust: If I wrote about this organization before, it deserves to be
written about again! This non-profit’s mission is to preserve and protect historic and recreational lands with high natural resource value in the Truckee-Donner region and sustainably
manage recreational activities on those lands. Culminating years of effort, it recently acquired a significant portion of Lower Carpenter Valley in cooperation with The Nature Conservancy and US Forest Service. Carpenter Valley is home to a meandering section of
Prosser Creek flowing through a properly functioning alpine meadow studded with willows.
Meadow vegetation grows to the creek’s edge. Spring snowmelt offers an unrivaled Sierra
wildflower show. The Trust is offering docent led hikes through Lower Carpenter Valley for
the first time in many decades. There’s still opportunity to catch an enjoyable September
walk! See the website at www.tdlandtrust.org. The Land Trust also organizes volunteer
teams to repair trails through the lands it stewards and docent-led hikes ranging from easy
to strenuous upon the lands it preserves. It is an organization that honors all its donors. Its
annual magazine lists all donors, even ones contributing just a few dollars. Kudos to this
organization that does so much for us and coming generations.
_____________________________________
Cheerfulness is contagious, but don’t wait to catch it from others. Be a carrier!
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The Kings Mountain Echo is published monthly by the Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Brigade, Inc, a non-profit,
volunteer organization. The Editor is Eileen Fredrikson. All opinions are those of the commentator/writer and not
those of the publisher.
Echo submissions should be emailed to eileenfredrikson@comcast.net Please reference “the Echo” in the
subject line. The Echo deadline is the 26th of each month. The editor retains discretion to edit all submissions for
space and content.
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